
Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1

Translate the following statement into FOL.  ∀ a philosopher(a) 

scholar(a)

∃ a philosopher(a) 

scholar(a)

H a philosopher(a) 

scholar(a)

K a philosopher(a) scholar(a)

2

A _________ is used to demonstrate, on a purely 

syntactic basis, that one formula is a logical 

consequence of another formula.

Deductive Systems Inductive Systems Reasoning with Knowledge 

Based Systems

Search Based Systems

3

The adjective “first-order” distinguishes first-order 

logic from ___________ in which there are 

predicates having predicates or functions as 

arguments, or in which one or both of predicate 

quantifiers or function quantifiers are permitted.

Representational 

Verification

Representational 

Adequacy

Higher Order Logic Inferential Efficiency

4
Which is created by using single propositional 

symbol?

Complex sentences Atomic sentences Composition sentences simple sentence

5
Which is used to construct the complex 

sentences?

Symbols Connectives Logical connectives complicated system

6
How many proposition symbols are there in 

artificial intelligence?

 1 2  3 4

7
How many logical connectives are there in 

artificial intelligence?

2 3  4 5

8

Which is used to compute the truth of any 

sentence?

Semantics of 

propositional logic

Alpha-beta pruning First-order logic Both Semantics of propositional 

logic & Alpha-beta pruning

9
From which rule does the modus ponens are 

derived?

Inference rule Module rule Both Inference & Module 

rule
Binding rule

10 Which is also called single inference rule? Reference Resolution Reform Revert

11
Which form is called as a conjunction of 

disjunction of literals?

Conjunctive normal 

form

 Disjunctive normal 

form

Normal form Complex form

12
What can be viewed as a single lateral of 

disjunction?

Multiple clause Combine clause Unit clause False clause

13
Which is a refutation complete inference 

procedure for propositional logic?

Clauses Variables Propositional resolution Proposition

14
What kind of clauses are available in Conjunctive 

Normal Form?

Disjunction of literals Disjunction of 

variables

Conjunction of literals Conjunction of variables

15
What is the condition of literals in variables? Existentially quantified Universally 

quantified

Quantified Locally Quantified
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16
 Which can be converted to inferred equivalent 

CNF sentence?

Every sentence of 

propositional logic

Every sentence of 

inference

Every sentence of first-

order logic
every formula

17
Which sentence will be unsatisfiable if the CNF 

sentence is unsatisfiable?

Search statement Reading statement Replaced statement Original statement

18
Which rule is equal to the resolution rule of first-

order clauses?

Propositional 

resolution rule

Inference rule Resolution rule MODULE RULE

19
What is meant by factoring? Removal of redundant 

variable

Removal of 

redundant literal

Addition of redundant 

literal

Addition of redundant variable

20 What will happen if two literals are identical? Remains the same Added as three Reduced to one Reduced to many

21
When the resolution is called as refutation-

complete?

Sentence is satisfiable Sentence is 

unsatisfiable

 Sentence remains the 

same

Sentence is incomplete

22
Which condition is used to cease the growth of 

forward chaining?

Atomic sentences  Complex 

sentences

 No further inference simple sentence

23
Which closely resembles propositional definite 

clause?

Resolution Inference Conjunction First-order definite clauses

24

What is the condition of variables in first-order 

literals?

Existentially quantified Universally 

quantified

Both Existentially & 

Universally quantified
Nor Existentially, 

norUniversally quantified

25
Which are more suitable normal form to be used 

with definite clause?

Positive literal Negative literal Generalized modus 

ponens

Neutral literal

26
Which will be the instance of the class datalog 

knowledge bases?

Variables No function symbols  First-order definite 

clauses
System generated

27

Which knowledge base is called as fixed point? First-order definite 

clause are similar to 

propositional forward 

chaining

First-order definite 

clause are 

mismatch to 

propositional 

forward chaining

Prpositional logic Fuzzy logic

28
How to eliminate the redundant rule matching 

attempts in the forward chaining?

Decremental forward 

chaining

Incremental 

forward chaining

Data complexity backward chaining

29
From where did the new fact inferred on new 

iteration is derived?

Old fact Narrow fact New fact System fact

30
How many possible sources of complexity are 

there in forward chaining?
1 2 3 4

31
Which algorithm will work backward from the goal 

to solve a problem?

Forward chaining Backward chaining Hill-climb algorithm Alpha Beta Prunning

32
Which is mainly used for automated reasoning? Backward chaining Forward chaining Logic programming Parallel programming

33

What will backward chaining algorithm will return? Additional statements Substitutes 

matching the query

Logical statement simple sentence

34
How can be the goal is thought of in backward 

chaining algorithm?

Queue List Vector Stack



35
 What is used in backward chaining algorithm? Conjuncts Substitution Composition of 

substitution
Seperation

36
Which algorithm are in more similar to backward 

chaining algorithm?

Depth-first search 

algorithm

Breadth-first 

search algorithm

Hill-climbing search 

algorithm
A* algorithm

37
Which problem can frequently occur in backward 

chaining algorithm?

Repeated states  Incompleteness Complexity Both Repeated states & 

Incompleteness

38

How the logic programming can be constructed? Variables Expressing 

knowledge in a 

formal language

Graph Tree

39 What form of negation does the prolog allows? Negation as failure Proposition Substitution Negation as success

40
Which is omitted in prolog unification algorithm? Variable check Occur check Proposition check Both Occur & Proposition check

41

 Knowledge and reasoning also play a crucial role 

in dealing with __________________ 

environment.

Completely 

Observable

Partially Observable Neither Completely nor 

Partially Observable

Only Completely and Partially 

Observable

42

Treatment chosen by doctor for a patient for a 

disease is based on _____________

Only current symptoms Current symptoms 

plus some 

knowledge from 

the textbooks

Current symptoms plus 

some knowledge from 

the textbooks plus 

experience

Next symptoms

43
Wumpus World is a classic problem, best 

example of _______

Single player Game Two player Game Reasoning with 

Knowledge

Knowledge based Game

44

‘α |= β ‘(to mean that the sentence α entails the 

sentence β) if and only if, in every model in which 

α is _____ β is also _____

True, true True, false  False, true False, false

45
Which is not a property of representation of 

knowledge?

Representational 

Verification

Representational 

Adequacy

Inferential Adequacy Inferential Efficiency

46
Which is not Familiar Connectives in First Order 

Logic?

and  iff or not

47

Inference algorithm is complete only if 

_____________

It can derive any 

sentence

It can derive any 

sentence that is an 

entailed version

It is truth preserving  It can derive any sentence that 

is an entailed version & It is truth 

preserving

48

Lifted inference rules require finding substitutions 

that make different logical expressions looks 

identical.

 Existential 

Instantiation

 Universal 

Instantiation

Unification Modus Ponen

49
Which of the following is not the style of inference?  Forward Chaining Backward Chaining Resolution Refutation Modus Ponen

50

What are the two basic types of inferences? Reduction to 

propositional logic, 

Manipulate rules 

directly

Reduction to 

propositional logic, 

Apply modus ponen

Apply modus ponen, 

Manipulate rules directly

Convert every rule to Horn 

Clause, Reduction to 

propositional logic

51

Which is a refutation complete inference 

procedure for propositional logic?

Clauses Variables Propositional resolution Proposition



52
What kind of clauses are available in Conjunctive 

Normal Form?

Disjunction of literals Disjunction of 

variables

Conjunction of literals Conjunction of variables

53

Which sentence will be unsatisfiable if the CNF 

sentence is unsatisfiable?

Search statement Reading statement Replaced statement Original statement

54
Which rule is equal to the resolution rule of first-

order clauses?

Propositional 

resolution rule

Inference rule Resolution rule Dericative Rule

55

What is meant by factoring? Removal of redundant 

variable

Removal of 

redundant literal

Addition of redundant 

literal

Addition of redundant variable

56 What will happen if two literals are identical? Remains the same Added as three Reduced to one Many form

57

When the resolution is called as refutation-

complete?

Sentence is satisfiable Sentence is 

unsatisfiable

Sentence remains the 

same

Sentence is complicated

58

Knowledge and reasoning also play a crucial role 

in dealing with __________________ 

environment.

Completely 

Observable

 Partially 

Observable

Neither Completely nor 

Partially Observable

Only Completely and Partially 

Observable

59

Treatment chosen by doctor for a patient for a 

disease is based on _____________

Only current symptoms  Current symptoms 

plus some 

knowledge from 

the textbooks

Current symptoms plus 

some knowledge from 

the textbooks plus 

experience

Removal of redundant variable

60

Instead of representing knowledge in a relatively 

declarative, static way (as a bunch of things that 

are true), rule-based system represent knowledge 

in terms of___________ that tell you what you 

should do or what you could conclude in different 

situations.

Raw Text A bunch of rules  Summarized Text Collection of various Texts

61

Forward chaining systems are _____________ 

where as backward chaining systems are 

___________

Goal-driven, goal-

driven

Goal-driven, data-

driven

Data-driven, goal-driven Data-driven, data-driven

62
A Horn clause is a clause with _______ positive 

literal.

At least one At most one None AT least two

63

 _________ is/are the well known Expert 

System/s for medical diagnosis systems.

MYSIN CADUCEUS DENDRAL SMH.PAL

64
What are the main components of the expert 

systems?

Inference Engine Knowledge Base Inference Engine & 

Knowledge Base
Factor based

65

What among the following constitutes the 

representation of the knowledge in different forms?

Relational method 

where each fact is set 

out systematically in 

columns

Inheritable 

knowledge where 

relational 

knowledge is made 

up of objects

Inferential knowledge All



66

What are Semantic Networks? A way of representing 

knowledge

 Data Structure Data Type Variable

67

Graph used to represent semantic network is 

_____________

Undirected graph Directed graph Directed Acyclic graph 

(DAG)

Directed complete graph

68
What is Meronymy relation? A is part of B B has A as a part 

of itself

A is a kind of B A is superordinate of B

69

What is Hypernym relation? A is part of B  B has A as a part 

of itself

A is a kind of B A is superordinate of B

70
What is Holonymy relation? A is part of B B has A as a part 

of itself

A is a kind of B A is superordinate of B

71

Which of the following is an extension of the 

semantic network?

Expert Systems Rule Based Expert 

Systems

Decision Tree Based 

networks

Partitioned Networks

72

Semantic Network represents _____________ Syntactic relation 

between concepts

Semantic relations 

between concepts

Goal-driven, data-driven Raw Text

73

What are the limitations of the semantic networks? Intractability Lack in expressing 

some of the 

properties

Incomplete Has memory constraints

74
What among the following is/are the best example 

of semantic networks?

Wordnet Human Food Chain MYSIN Autonomous car driver

75

What is Synonymy relation? A is part of B A denotes same as 

B

A is a kind of B A is superordinate of B

76
What is Antonymy relation? A is part of B  B has A as a part 

of itself

A denotes opposite of B A is superordinate of B

77

 What is the frame? A way of representing 

knowledge

Data Structure Data Type Variable

78
Which of the following elements constitutes the 

frame structure?

Facts or Data  Procedures and 

default values

Frame names Frame reference in hierarchy

79

What is Hyponymy relation? A is part of B B has A as a part 

of itself

A is subordinate of B A is superordinate of B

80
What is the process of capturing the inference 

process as a single inference rule?

Ponens Clauses Generalized Modus 

Ponens

Variables

81

Which process makes different logical expression 

looks identical?

Lifting Unification Inference process Knowledge Base

82
Which algorithm takes two sentences and returns 

a unifier?

Inference Hill-climbing search Depth-first search Unify algorithm

83

Which is a lifted version of modus ponens? Generalized modus 

ponens

 Inference Clauses Inference Engine



84
Which is unique up to renaming of variables? Unifier Most general unifier Unifier & Most general 

unifier

DENDRAL

85

Which makes the complexity of the entire 

algorithm quadratic in the size?

Clause Inference Resolution Occur check

86
How many functions are available in the 

unification and lifting process?
1 2 3 4

87

 Where did all the facts are stored to implement 

store and fetch function?

Database Knowledge base Datamart MYSIN

88
How the buckets are stored in predicate indexing? Lists Stack Hashes Queues

89

The process by which the brain incrementally 

orders actions needed to complete a specific task 

is referred as ______________

Planning problem Partial order 

planning

Total order planning Both Planning problem & Partial 

order planning

90
Following is/are the components of the partial 

order planning.

Bindings Goal Causal Links algorithm

91

What are you predicating by the logic: ۷x: €y: 

loyalto(x, y).

Everyone is loyal to 

someone

Everyone is loyal to 

all

Everyone is not loyal to 

someone

Everyone is loyal

92

A plan that describe how to take actions in levels 

of increasing refinement and specificity is 

____________

Problem solving Planning Non-hierarchical plan Hierarchical plan

93

A constructive approach in which no commitment 

is made unless it is necessary to do so, is 

____________

Least commitment 

approach

Most commitment 

approach

Nonlinear planning Opportunistic planning

94

Uncertainty arises in the Wumpus world because 

the agent’s sensors give only ____________

Full & Global 

information

Partial & Global 

Information

 Partial & local 

Information

Full & local information

95

Which of the following search belongs to totally 

ordered plan search?

Forward state-space 

search

Hill-climbing search Depth-first search Breadth-first search

96
Which cannot be taken as advantage for totally 

ordered plan search?

Composition State search Problem decomposition Inference

97

What is the advantage of totally ordered plan in 

constructing the plan?

 Reliability Flexibility Easy to use Unifier

98
Which strategy is used for delaying a choice 

during search?

First commitment Least commitment Both First & Least 

commitment

Ponens

99

Which algorithm places two actions into a plan 

without specifying which should come first?

Full-order planner Total-order planner Semi-order planner Partial-order planner

100
How many possible plans are available in partial-

order solution?
3 4 5 6

101
General games involves ____________ Single-agent Multi-agent Neither Single-agent nor 

Multi-agent

Only Single-agent and Multi-

agent



102

 Adversarial search problems uses 

____________

Competitive 

Environment

Cooperative 

Environment

Neither Competitive nor 

Cooperative Environment

Only Competitive and 

Cooperative Environment

103 Zero sum game has to be a ______ game.  Single player Two player Multiplayer Three player

104

The initial state and the legal moves for each 

side define the __________ for the game.

Search Tree Game Tree State Space Search Forest

105

General algorithm applied on game tree for 

making decision of win/lose is ____________

DFS/BFS Search 

Algorithms

Heuristic Search 

Algorithms

Greedy Search 

Algorithms

MIN/MAX Algorithms

106
What is the complexity of minimax algorithm? Same as of DFS Space – bm and 

time – bm

Time – bm and space – 

bm

Same as BFS

107

Which is the most straightforward approach 

for planning algorithm?

Best-first search State-space search Depth-first search Hill-climbing search

108

What are taken into account of state-space 

search?

Postconditions  Preconditions Effects Both Preconditions & Effects

109

How many ways are available to solve the state-

space search?

1 2 3 4

110

What is the other name for forward state-space 

search?

Progression planning Regression 

planning

Test planning First commitment

111

How many states are available in state-space 

search?

1 2 3 4

112

What is the main advantage of backward state-

space search?

Cost Actions  Relevant actions Same as of DFS

113

What is the other name of the backward state-

space search?

Regression planning Progression 

planning

State planning Test planning

114

What is meant by consistent in state-space 

search?

Change in the desired 

literals

Not any change in 

the literals

No change in goal state DFS/BFS Search Algorithms

115

What will happen if a predecessor description 

is generated that is satisfied by the initial state 

of the planning problem?

Success Error Compilation Termination

116

Which approach is to pretend that a pure 

divide and conquer algorithm will work?

Goal independence Subgoal 

independence

Both Goal & Subgoal 

independence

 Preconditions

117

To which depth does the alpha-beta pruning 

can be applied?

10 states  8 States 6 States Any depth

118 Which search is similar to minimax search? Hill-climbing search Depth-first search Breadth-first search Regression planning

119

Which value is assigned to alpha and beta in 

the alpha-beta pruning?

Alpha = max Beta = min Beta = max Both Alpha = max & Beta = min

120

Where does the values of alpha-beta search get 

updated?

Along the path of 

search

Initial state itself At the end Postconditions



1 What is Artificial intelligence?

Putting your 

intelligence into 

Computer

Programming with 

your own 

intelligence

Making a Machine 

intelligent
Playing a Game

2 who coined the trem Artificial Intelligence Arthur Samule James Slagle Jhon McCarthy E. F. Codd

3
Which one of the following is not the advantage 

of AI
High Speed Digital Assistant Accuracy High Cost

4

The characteristics of the computer system 

capable of thinking, reasoning and learning is 

known is

machine intelligence human intelligence artificial intelligence virtual intelligence

5
The succes of an intellignet behaviour of a system 

can be mesured with _______
System Test Turing Test Intelligent Test Machine Test

6
Which one of the following application is not of 

AI
Education Telsa Siri Netflix

7
Which of the following areas can not contribute to 

build an intelligent system?
Neuron science Maths Computer Science Geology

8
In which year John McCarthy coined the term 

Artificial Intelligence?
1956 1957 1965 1959

9
If a robot can alter its own trajectory in response 

to external conditions, it is considered to be:
intelligent Extra Ordinary Turing Tester Knowledge

10
What is the name of the computer program that 

simulates the thought processes of human beings
Expert reason Expert system

Management information 

System
Artificial Intelligence

11
Which is not the commonly used programming 

language for AI
PROLOG Java LISP Perl

12
________ is the information that the agent 

receives
Percept Environment Action Goal

13
Utility based agent are the extension of 

______agent
Manager Goal Based Agent Simple Reflex Agent Smart Agent

14
The major component/components for measuring 

the performance of problem solving
Completeness Optimality

Time and Space 

complexity
All of the mentioned

15
What is the expansion if PEAS in task 

environment

Peer, Environment, 

Actuators, Sense

Perceiving, 

Environment, 

Actuators, Sensors

Performance, 

Environment, Actuators, 

Sensors

None of the mentioned

16
What kind of observing environments are present 

in artificial intelligence
Partial Fully Learning Both Partial & Fully

17 Where does the performance measure is included Rational agent Task environment Actuators Sensor



18
An Agent observes the environment through 

______.
Sensor SmartBox Accuator Effctor

19
How many types of agents are there in artificial 

intelligence?
1 2 3 4

20
_______ choose action based on only current 

percept
Robot

Simple Reflex 

Agent
Smart Agent Sensor

21
What kind of environment is strategic in artificial 

intelligence
Deterministic Rational Partial Stochastic

22
What are the composition for agents in artificial 

intelligence
Program Architecture

Both Program & 

Architecture
None of the mentioned

23 Agents behavior can be best described by Perception sequence Agent function Sensors and Actuators
Environment in which agent is 

performing

24
In which agent does the problem generator is 

present
Learning agent Observing agent Reflex agent None of the mentioned

25 Different learning methods does not include Memorization Analogy Deduction Introduction

26
artificial intelligence has its expansion in 

following application
planning& scheduling game playing both a& b none

27

Which instruments are used for perceiving and 

acting upon the environment? Sensors and Actuators Sensors Perceiver B and c

28 What is meant by agent’s percept sequence?
Used to perceive the 

environment

Complete history 

of actuator

Complete history of 

perceived things
a and b

29 What is the rule of simple reflex agent? Simple-action rule
 Condition-action 

rule

Simple & Condition-

action rule
none

30
What are the composition for agents in artificial 

intelligence?
Program Architecture

Both Program & 

Architecture
softwaew

31
In which agent does the problem generator is 

present?
 Learning agent Observing agent  Reflex agent none

32 Which is used to improve the agents performance? Perceiving Learning  Observing none

33 Which agent deals with happy and unhappy states? Simple reflex agent Model based agent  Learning agent Utility based agent

34
Which action sequences are used to achieve the 

agent’s goal?
Search Plan Retrieve Both Search & Plan

35
Which element in the agent are used for selecting 

external actions?
 Perceive Performance  Learning Actuator

36
Rational agent is the one who always does the 

right thing.
TRUE FALSE may be can't sy



37
The Task Environment of an agent consists of 

____________
 Sensors Actuators Performance Measures program

38
What is the action of task environment in artificial 

intelligence?
Problem Solution Agent Observation

39
What is the expansion if PEAS in task 

environment?

Peer, Environment, 

Actuators, Sense

Perceiving, 

Environment, 

Actuators, Sensors

Performance, 

Environment, Actuators, 

Sensors

Environment

40
What kind of observing environments are present 

in artificial intelligence?
Partial  Fully Learning Both Partial & Fully

41
What kind of environment is strategic in artificial 

intelligence?
Deterministic Rational Partial Stochastic

42 What kind of environment is crossword puzzle? Static Dynamic  Semi Dynamic none

43
Which is used to select the particular environment 

to run the agent?
Environment creator

Environment 

Generator

Both Environment 

creator & Generator
none

44

45  Where does the performance measure is included? Rational agent Task environment Actuators Sensor

46
Which is used to provide the feedback to the 

learning element?
Critic Actuators Sensor none

47

48

49

Hill climbing sometimes called ____________

because it grabs a good neighbor state without

thinking ahead about where to go next.

Needy local search
 Heuristic local 

search
Greedy local search Optimal local search

50 blind search is also called as ________. Uninformed search Informed search  Simple reflex search initial Search

51
A search algorithm takes _________ as an input 

and returns ________ as an output.
 Input, output Problem, solution Solution, problem  Parameters, sequence of actions

52 an intellignret agent act to increase their ________ Knowledge
Performance 

measure
Database mesure Goal Measure

53 Which search method takes less memory?  Breadth-First search  Depth-First Search  Optimal search  Linear Search

54
To solve a problem which 2 phase of formulation 

it should pass?
Goal,Start Goal,Problem Path,Goal Path,Problem

55
To solve problem using AI, Process consist of ___ 

steps.
2 4 5 6

56
Which one of the followings is not a part of 

process for solving problem using AI
Defining the problem

Analysing the 

problem
Implemenation sensorless planning

57 A* search strategy comes under ____. Uninformed search Blind Search Informed Search Classical Search

58
In BFS the frontier is implemented as a ________ 

queue.
FIFO LIFO FILO Random



59
Hill climbing Search algorithm works like 

_________ algorithm.
AI A* Hilltop Generate and test

60 When is breadth-first search is optimal?
When there is less

number of nodes

When all step

costs are equal

When all step costs are

unequal

When there is less number of

agent

61
What is the heuristic function of greedy best-first

search?
f(n) = h(n) f(n) > h(n) f(n) != h(n) f(n) < h(n)

62 Evaluation function for A* is f(n)=__+__ .  h(n)+h(m) h(n)+g(n) h(n)+c(n) g(n)+h(m)

63
Greedy approach in hill climbing means choosing 

best possible ________ solution.
Hilltop Complex Otimal Nearest

64

___________ behavior means something which 

can be determined with set of logicla proofs and 

actios.

Smart Bounded Deterministic Ridge

65
simulated annealing is an efective and general 

form of ____________.
Optimization Hill climbing Inspiration Agent

66
AND/OR is implemented in the ______________ 

problem
Deterministic Non-Deterministic Otimal Hill Climbing

67

68 _______returns the set of legal moves in a state. test actions utility player

69 A utility function is also called : Objective function payoff functions none of the above both A and B

70

A function defines the final numeric value for 

game that ends in terminal states for a player p is 

called

primary function secondary function utility function optimum function

71 game tree defined by initial state actions result all of the above

72
In a normal search problem , the optimal solution 

would be a sequence of action leading to a_______
Goal state terminal state both A and B initial state

73
If the agent is acting deterministically, one of the 

probability will be ________
1 0 0.5 either A or B

74

In _______system the observer may utilise a 

memory system in order to add information to 

observers understanding of the system.

fully obsevable Partially observable static known

75 In alpha beta pruning alpha stands for________ Max Min both a and b none of the above

76 In alpha beta pruning beta stands for________ Max Min both a and b none of the above

77 In chess the outcome win is represent with value 1 0 2 none of the above

78

A zero-sum game is (confusingly) defined as one 

where the total payoff to all players is the _____ 

for every instance of the game

Equal Unequal Zero Undefined



79 In MINIMAX algorithm, the role played by Max is AND OR NOT NAND

80 The space complexity of minimax algorithm is O(bm) O(bm) O(d) O(b)

81
In alpha beta search, α is associated along with 

___ path
DFS MIN MAX BFS


